A. Turan GUrkanli SOME RESULTS IN THE WEIGHTED Aj_(R n ) SPACES
Introduotiop
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group with dual group A A G and let dz (reap, dx) express the integration over G (reap. G) with respect to the Haar measure. Larsen, Liu and Vang [6] have investigated the space Ap(G), consisting of all 1 ^ oomplex valued functions fe1(G) whose Fourier transforms f belong to L P (G).
Ap(G) is a Banaoh algebra under convolution with the norm H'l'-H'll, + II *flp. where llfH, = /|f(xj|dx, ||f||p J J |f(i)|P diV.
G \ G /
This paper is a generalization of [6j. We intend to stud; ¿he vector spaoes A^fa 11 ) of all functions f eL^9R n ) whose Fourier transforms i belong to L p (lR fl )f p«s1, where « is a weight function on R n (cf. [7] ) and LP(R n ) is the set of equivalence classes of complex valued measurable functions f on ]R n such that | f | p *u is integrable. It is easy to prove that L p (R n ) is a Banaoh sppce under the norm
where dx denotes the integration with respect to Lebesgue measure on R°. We shall see that the behaviour of A p (R n ) is quite similar to that of If the weight funotion co satiBfie8 the Shilov condition (cf. L7]) and A p (R n ) has an approximate identity (en) which is bounded in L(J)(IR C ), then every closed primary ideal of A p (R. n ') is maximal. Proof. It is easy to see that ll»]| p is a noro. Let tfQ) be a Cauohy sequence in A p (R n }. Then (fn) and (fQ) are Cauohy sequenoes in L^(lR n ) and Ii P (R n ), respectively; therefore, there exist f e I 1 (R* 1 ) and geI p (E n ) suoh that H f n-f Hl,a3-0 and HV«llp,w^°-So there axi8ts a stlbsequence of (fQ) which converges to g almost everywhere. It follows from the inequality || in-i||oo4|ll f n-f IIi ,w that || fn-f||M-0. That means f = g and so -0, where feA p (R n ). This completes the proof. and ||*|| p are equivalent. This proposition is easily proved using the Banaoh theorem [3] . R e m a tr k . There are some weight functions co such that the inclusion A^(R n )C A (R n ) is satisfied. For example, if we take the functions w(x} • 1+|x| and f(x) = e"'
x ' onR, then co is a weight funotion and f e^tR) but fe A^(IR).
The following propositions can be easily verified. is a eloped ideal in A^flR 11 ).
(ii) Let A^(lR n ) have an approximate identity (en) which is bounded in L^fiR 0 ). If I is closed ideal in A£(lR n ) and I1 is the closure of I in , then I1 is a closed ideal in Lj(IR n ) and I = AgOR 11 ). Proof.
The proof of (i) is imnediate and will be omitted. Similarly, in (ii) it is easy to verify that I1 is a closed ideal in L^OR 11 and (1)- (3) that ||e ± f n -f|| p -'-0 as n . Since e^f^I for all n, then fel. This completes the proof.
Using Theorem 3, we oan easily prove the following theorem. ) has an approximate identity (e Q ) which is bounded in L^{R n ), then there is a one--to-one correspondence between the set of all closed primary ideals of A p (R n ) and the set of all closed primary ideals of L^(R n ). In addition,every closed primary ideal of A£(R n )
is simply the intersection of a unique closed primary ideal of with AP(IR n ). Remark.
Every closed primary ideal of A (R n ) is maximal [5] . But this result is not true for some weighted Ap (IR   Q   ) spaces. Now, we shall show that this result is true for some weighted A p (R n ) space. condition. Now let heL^R ) be such that h has compact support and h(0) = 1 (we can find such a functions ( [7] , p.16). We define M^h(x) = g n h(Qx), q>0. The net (M^h) is an approximate identity in L^(R P ), ( [7] , p.16). In [4] we proved that (|M^h) is also an approximate identity for A^{R n ). Therefore, by Theorem 5, every closed primary ideól of A^(R n ) is maximal.
